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ABSTRACT 
A method for projecting angular momentum in two-cluster systems 
with intrinsic orbital angular momentum is presented. The 
method is an analytical one making use of Racah algebra and ex-
ploiting tensor properties of two-cluster shell model wave 
functions. As an application, reduced matrix elements of 
spin-isospin independent scalar Operators and of the electric 
charge multipole Operator are calculated in the case where 
one of the clusters in the two-cluster wave function may carry 
an intrinsic orbital angular momentum. 
ZUR BERECHNUNG VON MATRIXELEMENTEN VON VIELTEILCHENWELLEN-
FUNKTIONEN IM CLUSTER MODELL. 
II. CLUSTER MIT INNEREM BAHNDREHIMPULS 
ZUS~~ENFASSUNG 
Die vorliegende Arbeit befaßt sich mit der Drehimpulsprojek-
tion in Zwei-Cluster-Systemen, wobei die einzelnen Cluster 
einen nicht-verschwindenden inneren Bahndrehimpuls besitzen 
können. Die Methode beruht auf einer Analyse der Tensorstruk-
tur von Vielteilchenwellenfunktionen und deren Matrixelementen 
und macht ausführlichen Gebrauch von der Racah Algebra. 
Als Anwendung werden reduzierte Matrixelemente von skalaren 
Operatoren, sowie dem elektrischen Ladungsmultipoloperator 
zwischen Zwei-Cluster Wellenfunktionen berechnet. 
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The Generator Coordinate Method (GCM) has been used 
as the basis for approximate calculations both of bound and 
scattering states 1 ) in light nuclei. In most of these studies 
it is assumed that the dominant cluster structure of the nuclear 
system consists of (i) a few 11 Simple 11 clusters, as in the 
alpha-particle model 2 ) or in three-cluster models of 6Li 3), 
7Li4 ) and 8Be 5 ), (ii) two 11 complicated 11 clusters with nucleons 
in 1s and 1p orbits 3 ' 6 ). 
One of the major problems in treating three-cluster systems 
or clusters with p-waves is the handling of angular momentum 
projection7). In a previous report8 ), an analytical method of 
angular momentum projection for two- and three-cluster 
systems when the clusters carry no intrinsic orbital angular 
momentum and the operators involved are spin-isospin independent 
scalars was developed. 
In continuation of this work, we extend this projection 
method to cases of two-cluster systems when one of the clusters 
carries an intrinsic orbital angular momentum and include 
also spherical tensor operators such as the electric charge 
multipole operator. As an application of this method, we study9 ) 
a two-cluster model 3 ) of 6Li which includes nucleons in 1p-wave 
orbits. The aim of this report is to provide the necessary 
formulas concerning the projection of angular momentum. 
In sec. 2 we study two-center SM functions and their 
matrix elements in the context of irreducible spherical tensors. 
Section 3 deals with the calculation of reduced matrix elements 
of a scalar spin-isospin independent operator between many body 
SM functions with intrinsic orbital angular momentum. 
This analysis is extended in sec. 4 to the electric charge 
multipole operator. Section 5 contains the application of these 
results to a cluster model of 6Li and provides formulas for 
the elastic and inelastic charge form factors, the rms radius 
and the ground state radiative width B(E2, 1+ -> 3+). In 
-1a-
sec. 6 we discuss very briefly some practical aspects of 
the projection of linear momentum of the center-of-mass 
motion and of angular momentum. 
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2. EXPANSION OF TWO-CENTER SHELL MODEL(SM) WAVE 
FUNCTIONS INTO SPHERICAL TENSORS 
2.1 Tensor Properties of Two-Center~ SM Functions 
In the two-center shell model, the N-particle wave func-
tion (N=A+B) is of the form8 ) 
( 2. 1 ) 
/~ c, ,fg -· /;A "V 
A~A -+ j.2, ~B ·- 0 .__, 
Lx~ 
r-J \ c ~I l r-, 1 ~~) 
{ :c jA ( >< ><'-\ \ - ) '-.. ,.._; \' IV' 
l X 1 _, I X ~ ~~) rV \ g \ ~ A ·I-\) I I ' 
The functions ~A(~B) are A(B)-particle Slater determinant 
wave functions centered at the position ~A (~B). The symbol [] Iv 
means that the spins of all N particles are coupled to the 
total spin I and its projection v along the Z axis. 
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The quantum numbers ~A(~B) and mA(~) refer to the intrinsic 
orbital angular momentum of the cluster A(B). Upon coupling 
~AmA and ~B~ into ~ m, we obtain the total intrinsic orbital 
angular momentum of the system. The operator ..ft antisymmetrizes 
all particl~ coordinates. 
In order to study the tensor properties of the functions 
(2.1) in coordinate space, we use an expansion in terms of 
spherical harmonics 
( 2. 2) 
and investigate the behaviour of ~({x}LM~ms) under transforma-
"' tions. Because various Operations (for instance, reflection) 
cannot be carried out directly on a physical system but 
only on a coordinate frame, we limit ourselves to the "passive" 
interpretation of transformations. We mean the change in descrip-
tion which the system undergoes when the coordinate frame 
is changed while the system rernains fixed (redescription) . In 
the case of rotation, we interprete this to rnean a redescrip-
tion which changes the functions (2.2) in the following way 10 ) 
R1 (.U) K~A(n) R2 8 (s-L) ~ ({_:6] P..rwt::;} 
R~ (n) 'R~ (n_) ~(t ~ J Qr"h1 j) 
- 2_ J) e I ( ~) ~ ( \_ 'X t t ~ IÄ ) 
flrv\ I fWl 1'\A-1 't" "" J 'V 
where R (~) is the unitary rotation operator which rotates 
X 
the bas~s of the vectors {~} through Euler angles ~ and 
(2.3) 
v ,..D - · r _rL ). ·.
-._Jrvv.~· 
(2.4) 
is the usua1 10 ) rotation matrix. Upon inserting 
(2.2) into eq. (2.3) we find (see Appendix A) 
the expansion 
'R~Cs:L.) ~({_~,~ Ltc(Je;,) 
= L_ 1)~,JL (u) q ( t::(:; L tJ vll 1 /~) 
Jj_l 
where we introduced the wave function in the couplad 
representation 
cpCt~~ LttA~) 
=- L (LH, t~W~ )~JL) ci;({~) LH Q_rvv;~) 
rYI11'-1 
( 2. 5) 
(2.6) 
We conclude that the set of many body functions (2.6) with 
~ = - ~, •. • rl form a spher ical tensor of rank ~ in the space 
of the spatial coordinates {x}. 
'V 
The properties of this tensor under the parity transforma-
tion {fE} + - {fE·} may be derived from the relation 
( 2. 7) 
which follows from the fact that all spatial coordinates occur 
in the combination
8
) (~i-~A) 2 and (fEi-~B) 2 except for those 
particles occupying a ~ ~ 0 orbit. The latter ones contribute 
the overall phase (-)~in eq. (2.7). 





Upon coupling the spin and coordinate tensors in ~Iv({~} 
L~i~), we rnay obtain wave functions which are eigenfunctions 
of the total angular rnornenturn 
cpT (\,()] LQ.t JM~) 
= s (I\J,J~i""JM) ~Iv (-l:<;~ LQ_fJLo) (2.9) 
where M = v + JL. The wave functions of the GC type wi th 
fixed total angular rnornenturn and parity are constructed by 
superposing the functions (2.9), 
~ ( \_~ J 0vU-TC) 
00 
= ( ~ olt6 f T ( L Q. t :] H) 4>r ({_X} L ~ t 0 M t1) 
TLt~ o - ~ 
where the parity relations (2.8) restriet the possible 
orbital angular mornenta 
(-) 
L + fL 
(2.10) 
2.2 Expansion of Matrix Elements of a Scalar Spin-Isospin 
Independent Operator 0 between Two-Center SM Functions 
into Spherical Tensors 
In the sequel, we consider separately the cases where 
the wave functions entering the rnatrix elernents possess a 
(non) vanishing intrinsic orbital angular rnornenturn. In addition 
we assurne that the operator 0 has even parity. 
(i) Both wave functions carry no intrinsic orbital 
angular momentum: 
In accordance with eq. (2.2), w~ expand the many body 
\vav~e functions into spherical harmonics and obtain 
- 1/(~~') r (cP(tJl;~)\ 01 rh'(L 1JA..1h')) Yoell(A) ~~~ .. , (~1) J: j{ /_,I Jll '-t" ~ 1M 
i) )'.eJt c ~J Y.e-Jt c--1,) c -l 
(2.11) 
Yc:~~~') o( 13(~~0 0 ~A') <(cp(~A\) 1\0\\ ~ 1(c(l~')) 
The t:ions 
((LI .0. l L H ~ ~ ') ~ ( ~ \ lA'\ I ; Q 1.. 1\M 1-' l H ) Y.ti\A4 I ( h) Y~t ~ t c ~I) 
..w"'~'t 
arebipolar spherical harmonics 11 ). The reduced matrix 
elements <</> {~s) II 0 II <jJ 1 (Q(s 1 ) > are defined in 
accordance with ~ef. 10). 
The derivationof eq. (2.11) rests on the fact that 
<t>(~Ms) is a spherical tensor of rank ~ as expressed by 
eq. (2.5). We conclude that the matrix element <<f>(;e)IOI<t>1(;e')> 
is a scalar in the space of the generator coordinates ;e and ;e'· 
(ii) the ket vector carries an intrinsic orbital angular 
rnomentum: 
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< cp ( ~) I 0 l c? ( ~I~Ylv I~ I)) 
- 1/ ( """') ~J.( L' H' < cpc .z'JLc,) I 0 I~ (~HIt'""';., I)) Yt.Ji (~) x~~ I ( ~ ') 
::::: 1/( ~ ~ ') 2 < ~ ( l JJ 4) \ 0 \ ~ ( L t I t 1JL '~ ) 
/J{ L' M 'J_ ~~ 
y ~ -if. /1 ( L I t I L' ) /1 I L '+ t I -4- J.t I 
*- ltJA (h) I L' H I ( ~ ') H I l)v) I - Jl' ;G (-) ( 2. 12) 
From the discussion in conjunction with eq. (2.6) it is 
clear that only terms with .f = cl.' and }l = .M..' contribute 




where ~· = 12~'+1. 
(2.13) 
Equation (2.13) expresses the fact that the matrix elements 
<~(~) IO\~ (~'m~s')> form a spherical tensor of rank~· in 
the space of the generator coordinates s and s'. 
'V 'V 
This implies that the dependence of the unprojected matrix 
elements on the magnetic quantum number m 1 is given. by 
:= ~9, I ffi I ( ) x (scalar function of s 
independent of m') ~ 
and s v 
f"V (2,14) 
where the argument of the solid spher 
v9,'m' is either ;e or ~·· 
ftl.nct:ion 
( iii) both the ket and the bra vector 
intrinsic orbital angular momentum: 
<(~(Q~r::)\ (J \ ~'(t1(yy) 1 ~ 1 )) 
an 
- 1/(1~') 2__ \cp(L~JJ.u~)\O)cp'(L 1 1L'~Jt~)~) 
LM L'h '"-Jt.tLU.1 
* CL H ) Q /\NI 1 'vU ) ( L 'M ~ t' ~ ' 1 i Jt ') y l h ( ~) ) 1 L1 M ~ c~~ , ) 
- I I ( /S-6') I < q; ( L ~ J. ~) 1\ 0 \1 c? I ( L' t I oe. 1A)) ~ 
LH L'M_',-Mi 1JA 1 
e_ J. ( t' L 1 
'Wi -..»v) -IM I H I 
Parity conservation (eq. (2.8 b)) restricts the summation 
over L and L' to L + L' + 9, + ~· = even. 
The tensor property (2.5) of the many body wave functions 
restricts the surnmation to ~ = ~· and ~ = K'· Upon recoupling 
the angular momenta, this equation may be expressed in 
terms of 6-j symbols 11 > 
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Using the orthogonality of the CG-coefficients, we obtain 
from this equation the result 
z= , (er c Q~ ~)I o I c:P' c ~ ,M-1, ~, )) c-) ~ c t- fVvl) t'fVv\' I J. 'Jt,) 
t'VvllM 
/1 
= \/(~ti') L: ( cp ( L ~~ ~) ll o )\ cp' ( L'~ 'oe~~)) L 
LL1~ 
1\ /..-+~' ~ 5 l ~ ~ 1 (-) 'B(LL1~~~~~') 
L t' L' ~I J (2.16) 
where M.' = -m+m'. 
This equation shows that the expression on the lefthand 
side is the X'-th component of a spherical tensor of rankt' 
in the space of the generator coordinates s and s•. Consequently, 
'V 'V 
there are five different ways in which the unprojected matrix 
' 
element.s may depend. on the rnagnetic gu;;:u1tum numbe:es :m and m 1 : 
( a.) (~ ( Qr\M ~~) j CJ J (~' ( ~/!Wll ~~' )) 
:::::: öntm u ö g, Q,, X ( scalar function of ~ and ~ 1 , in"~ 
dependent of m and m 1 ) 
where the argum<~nt of the solid 
either s or s'. 
fiJ fiJ 
.tca.l harmonics is 
(2.17a) 
SPIN-ISOSPIN INDEPENDENT TWO-CENTER 
SM FUNCTIONS WI'rH INTRINSIC ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM 
The development in the remaining sections of this paper 
is tailored to the treatrnent of a sirnplified version of a 
two,-cluster model 3 ) of 6LL In our calculation9 ' 12 ), the 
wave func~ion of 6Li is taken as a linear superposition of 
the clusterizations 4He- 2H and 5He-p. The nuclei 4He, 2H and 
5He are described by their lowest shell model configurations 
(1s) 4 , {1s) 2 and (1s) 4 (1p) centered at the positions of the 
respective potential wells. Consequently, the cluster ( 5He) 
carries a nonvanishing intrinsic orbital angular rnornenturn 
(Q,=1). 
The general idea of calculating reduced rnatrix 
elements or - alternatively - carry out angular momentum pro-
jection is to pararnetrize the unprojected matrix elements in 
accordance with their tensor properties studied in the last 
section and to expand them in terms of spherical tensors. 
In this paper we are concerned only with spin independent 
interactions. This leads to the sirnplification that we have to 
consider only spherical tensors in the spatial coordinates. 
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3.1 Reduced Matrix Elements <t=O II Oll t' =0> 
This case has been treated earlier8 ), and we include it 
for completeness only. The unprojected overlap may be para-
metrized in the form 
<c?V~)/ o1 ~~c~')) 
-= ~ 1/_(,\) VYf [- ~ cuY~1.+1U!(-i)_A,I<-) + ~rw-(·1)~ '~I j 
'1 
( 3. 1 a )· 
while the reduced matrix element is given by 
<,cp (L~) II 0 1\ ~ '( l 1~ ')) 
- 6LL' "'L s- IIT(") Q..Jxr [-~ (rv~. c-nA. ~ + ru' l-·i)Ait.) J 
;(- 411../.::./-:1 1 -{L (~,.w-(.\)At11) (3.1b) 
The operator 0 stands for the identity and the scalar Spin-
isospin independent part of the two-nucleon interaction. Of 
course, the correspon~ing coefficients v(i), u(i) etc. are 
different for the two operators. Matrix elements of the kinetic 
energy operator, however, may be expressed in terms of the 
coefficients belanging to the identity operator8 ) 
<~ (Lh) II T-Tc.H II ~ 1 (L 1~ 1 )) 
= & LL' L_ ( ~';Q ) ~ '1T' c-iJ Vl< f G ~ ( 'lA (O) A'L + 't.\1 c.;~,aJ] 
t- ~ n-A A I { [ ~ c w - I) + .t L - ::( ro ( ~ ( -n~ ,_-+ tt I li~ I~ J 
+ -tL (~w-(i~~) + .2_(1'W"li)~,ol ~L+I C0w-li~A') J 
(3.2) 
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3.2 Reduced Matrix Elements<~ =OJ JOJ 1~'=1> 
In terms of our model of 6Li, this means that we want 
to calculate matrix elements of the type <a-d, ~Joj 5He-p, 
1mt~'> where ~ = ~a-~d and ~' = ~ 5 - ~p· The ma~netic quantum 
nu.mber m' refers to the p-wave of ~fie neutron in He. In 
ref. 12)it is shown that the unprojected overlap may be para-
metrized in the following way 
(c~ (1) \ 0 \ cp '(I rvV\ 1~1 )) 
= ~iu-} iJ iJr"""' ( ~ ~·) Vx I" [- ~ ( II.A ~ 'h. .,_ + tt \(' J"" '•) + [(,<lJ!t '1_. -:;' J 
-t ~Ci)~~~~ c~~; th'rl-r (tt~~·)~1-+'IA~"·~~~) -t~I\X~i}~·i']j 
( 3. 3) 
where again, 0 is the unit operator or the central part of the two-
body interaction. We notice that the parametrization (3.3) 
is in agreement with eq. (2.14). Let us consider the two terms 
in eq. (3.3) separately 
(3.4) 
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Upon comparing eqs. (2.13) and (3.4) we have 
( cp ( t 6) \( 0 \1 ~ ( L1 \ ~ !0') ), 
= (~A') ~~' ~ ~(i) Q_;yr [-~(t\~~~~-t -u\(i~l~)j Jtq II 
* { (ßtL-r,Ci)"1~') (-) t.1 t' ,2 (1.. L; 1 ) 
t \- 1 0 0 0 
( 3. 5) 
L' 1 .,t) Parity conservation is contained in the 3-J· symbol ( 0 0 0 
which is zero unless ~ + L' + 1 = even, or 
l-)~ (-) 
L' ( 3. 6) 
(ii) (~c~;\ o I cp Cl~'~'))< 
= s- ~2-(1)~ lfWII ( ~~) Lf><F [ -~ ( rt-(~-0~1- + IL,{~D,il~) ~1_)~~~ ·~' J 
= ~ A y ~;-\) Y1M11 (~) .QJxf [ -~ c~~-')Az. + t(!~)AI4-) J 
- '. ( ('\') ) 'Y * t1 A 
* 411 t'H' 'tl, (brw--'2... ~~ ( I L1hl (15.) )!L'h I(~') 
- J~ /; 7 '1)~ 1) V)< r [- 0' c 'V\~-il AL+ '1.-ll~o'! A' t.) l J 4 'Ti 
6) 
( 3. 7) 
Equating the coefficients of B(ö(L~1m 1 ~; 1 ) in eqs. (2.13) 
and (3.7), we obtain 
( 3. 8) 
Parity conservation is expressed by the same relation (3.6) 
as in the previous case. Adding eqs. (3.5) and (3.8), we obtain 
the final expression of the reduced matrix element of the 
operator 0. 
\cp(t_~) I\ 0 II c? (L' I ~~t)) 
- { J('"b ,~o' z. rv-;c') QjxF Grcru;i>~t-+ u\u~,~) 1 ~.tC~tr,c~~~ 
..., 
-+ ~ A 2 __, '1!i w~.J)<· \" [-~ ( 'U~ i )A :z_ + 'U ~w~ '<-) }t 1.! (f tr { i ~n ~ J 
«-(/.I-"•)J<11T (-/ f trJ., ( ~ ~I ~ ) 
(3.9) 
In order to calculate reduced matrix elements of the kinetic 
t th formlila 12) energy opera or we use e 
(3.10) 
where n is the total number of p-wave single partiale orbits 
in~ and ~'· The Slater determinant wave functions ~ and ~· are 
restricted to those whichar~ composed of harmonic oscillator single 
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particle wave functions with the same oscillator parameter ß. 
Combining eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), we find 
= (1;1.~/i'W1 )( ~Ä' ~ rv-,to w~ [-~('lA~i~'L+ ru'/-i~,~) J 
~~ [ 17/4 + J/1.- ~/2 (f\A;,·)Ä1 1- ~,'COA-'~)] i~ ((6~,u~~') 
-t 'IR rtr, c i) ~ ~ ~ , ~ t + I c rv lW""', (DA~ , ) ) 
-t ~ A ~ '\J2c,·) .QJyr l~ r (ttA~;)Ä'L + tUiCDA'<-)J 
~ { [17/<i + L(Q.- (!>/'<- ('1.'\~JA'~-+ 'U~li~,t-)J.,_;L' (~U't(i~<~') 
-+ !' ~ -u--t) r A ~ , i L + I c ~ 1\..\2-(") A /) ·J ~ ) 
~ ( Ä ll ·) j ~ i1 (- / I L ·1 ( ~ ; I ~ ) 
where the coefficients u(i), v(i) etc. refer to the 
normlization overlap. 
3.3 Reduced Matrix Elements <~=1 I lül 1~'=1> 
(3.11) 
In this subsection, we shall carry out angular momentum 
projection in the matrix elements <
5
He-p, 1m~Jüi 5He-p, 1m'~> 
where, again, m and m' refer to the p wave of the neutron in 
5He. We use the parametrization derived in ref. 12)which is, 
of course, in agreement with the tensor properties of these 
matrix elements expressed by eqs. (2.17). 
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< 4> ( \ LM ~ J \ Ü \ cp' (I Vv\ 1 ~ 1 ) ) 
== S'\M~' 7~(1) vvr G ~('IA;i)~'-+v~u~'<-) +r~ci~·~' j 
ru * rn: fL.1 rn - w r r; (\) 'L ((!) , ) u) J 
+ (} \ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ) <JI ~ I c ~ ~ ~' ) :s- '1)-~. Q.N r L ~ \V z._ k. + t{ 1.. ;{ t ~r 4 ?..- . ~ I ~ I 
-t "J-~~ (~~I)~ I""' ( fru 0) ~ '\1~ I)Q;yr [-0' ( 1.,(~)~'"+1_/~;~ '') +~l.f:;';i •,i I] 
+~~Cf~~)~'"'' CY(be) i=_ 'litVx r [-~ ('U~'>-<~'-t u~'h'~+ ~1-1~'~·,1'] 
~ * ( ~ c. rn , ~ t 1 J 1 ( c ,') '- ' c ,') , ~ r-, c.. o J + ([' ~ @~~ d ~~I ~r~) ~ '1)-~ Qfxf c0 ft,(S" A + ~ s- ~ +l_tt..)s- i·:2' 
As in the previous case, we proceed by calculating the reduced (S.l2) 
matrix elements separately for the five different terms in 
eq. (3.12), starting from eq. (2.16). 
( i) z__ < q; c \ fVV1 6 ) \ 0 \ cp '( I lM I h 1)) (-)~ ( \ - tA"J I ~I I J_ 1J.A I) 
fYYlltv1 I rv "'-..~ I 
= 2 ,- ~ ( ,· ) V'f r [- ~ ( ~ I( I )A ~ -+ ~ \ ( I)~~<.) -+ ~ ~ t n ~ I ~ ' l 
.X L (- ) ~ ( \ -- ~ J \ ~ } .t I 0 ) 
('Y"vl 
- - f:~·o I ZT '11-,(i) ux F [- ~ (tl.~i)~z + u:C·O~,~) J 
*" <111 ~ i .:_( (?>t~ .. .r-,t'')/\;1,) 'j Lh cr3) >-h t ~ J c-) 1-1 
c, I L1Jt')wbL--rr~~~u>A'2.-r!Li'c"'·~~t)' - J... 0 ' I I -..)\'V\ I I J .., 
~ ~~~ ~ iL (G>..w--,(.;)/.11> ') ], ( LL 00;: ~ ') (- )L+' L 
(3.13) 
A comparison with eq. (2.15) shows that the only nonvanishing 
reduced matrix elements are those with L=L' and i'=O, i.e. 
~;c ~~ ') z_ \ ~ c L 1 ,;( ~) l\ o 11 cp ' c L 1 t ~ , ) ) J.. s L 1 ~ l. c-J't. 
~ I L l L 0 ] L+ll' 
= I ~ or,l 1 > VXf [-~( 'lA ;,·l~ 1 + t~',w4' t) J <11T"1'c (~ w-,wtt '-' ') H L 
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From the orthogonality relation 10 ) of the 6-j symbols 
~ (~~+ 1 )(<-f+tJ{;;; f]{ ~ ~; J ~ ~f~ 
~ /'1 
it follows that <cjl(L1ts) llüllcp' (L1~ s')>(-) /~ is 
proportional to the 6-j symbol {~~t } = (-) L+ 1 + <3G 1 ( 1 L) • 
Therefore 
< cp (LI ~ ~ ) 1\ 0 1\ cp I ( L1 I oe, ~I)), 
=- C ~~ ') ~ 1J;ci>QJ/<'f [-~ (ru~'~z_+ tt\c~~~~)j 
~ ~ 
* 4 i\ --cL. (~1\X'l( 1') Ä ~ 1 ) b Ll' ~ 
(3.14) 
( i i) L I ~ ~ (I lM ~) I 0 ' cp I (I lA/~/ ) )2.. (-)'Ni ( I - w, I \ ~ I \ ~ 'Jt I) 
!YY'IIYVI 
= rA ~ ~ I L ru-; c i) QJx kJ [- (b ( (\;\ c i~ 1. + 1.AI (;) ~ J.t ) -1- R 1\...l: ( \) /::. I ,-1 I J 
\ ~ -1' '2... I . I - z.. 1..- \ - ?.. ,...., """' 
* ~""' 'y,;: l ~) )',""I ("r 1) (:--/"'" (I- w.J I"""' I I i( 1vll ~ 
- r rJf> I ;-- 1}~;) VJ<p [ -~ (flA~i~ '- + 'U; tt)/.11~ J 
-ll 4 Tl~""'' "t",l ~.: ( 0 'W"" ~;) /.1 /., 1) )', ~ ( ~) )' .t: ( 4 ) '(,"" ' ("I) )'.t"u (<\ ~ 
-lt- (- ) lW\ ( I - IVvl J I ~ I l J._ 1Jt \ ) 
- ~~~I T '1}-~·) QJx r [ -(S (1v~~' )4 "--+ ru'~D,-:~1'-)] 
* 2__ ~"~_ ( P' <LJ,_c u ,-:~ /.1 •) 1•1' l 'L 1 ( \ .t_ L ). ( I 
~ LL1 0 0 0 0 
I 
~ B (LL 1l- 1Jt 1A ~ 1 ) (-)J_+;t ~ l \ ;t l 
l I LI~~ J 
where in the last step we used eq. (B.1). 
(3.15) 
If we cornpare this expression with eq. (2.16) we obtain 
(cp(Lit~) \\0 \\ ~ 1 ( L1 I ~1(\ 1 )~{ 
= 0'c~~~y~~ 1)~~~) OJxr c~-~crvt~,·~-~1.-+ t{{,·~~t)J ~" cr!LS"~,·~~) 
~ \ t 1\ /L '1 ( l \ 0( ) ( L' \ j~ ) 
l 0 0 0 0 0 0 (3.'lG) 
( i i i) < cp c \ ~'-1 ~.) l 0 I c? I ( I VV\ I ~I ) ) 3 
=- (6 ll ~ I ? 1/-i 1') JUx r G(!> ('Li i':-_"' -t 'U't)A I~) + 01-ri'i. ;t' J 1';2, (~I))'!..,., ( 1; 
Upon inserting this expression into eq. (2.15) we have 
z= < cp ( l \ ~ ~ ) \! () II ciJ I ( L 11 ~ /j 1J )3 2 
LM L1M 1/:JA., 
( l I d._ )( l 
1 
I J. ) Y " '...! ~ ~ 1 *"" H f\N\- -~ H I % I - Jvl I lh (~) / L'H I ( ~ ) 
= ("' c /1/1 f :s-1)-ii) Q})(i" [-0' c '!,(~; )~ L -t'Ü1i' ~ 1 ~ r) 4 il 
* ~ ~' c \" 1-f i')~"0 y,"", c/..) '1>-r d) ;,,: c 2'J "1>-f c .-:.o, J 
= 2 (:, ( /lA') ~ L '1!-i I) uxr [- ~ ( 1\,(~~~ '--+ tt ~·~ ,1,) J 
LH L1h 1 ~vll~ 1 
. c ') II 1\ 2, 1\ 11 I 1\ t { I LI A lA ( \ >. L ) * 'VA ( ~ilf'3 I At1') I z. A L L ~ I L ~ ] 0 0 0 
~ ( I ;\ 
0 0 
where in the last step we used eq. (B.2). Thus 
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< ~ (LI t~) l\ 0 \\ cP I (LI~~ I ))3 
= ~ c 6~ ')z ~~c-') _QJ)(to C~r C ~Ai'·~ z_ -1- ~ ~c-i~~t) J ~ 1-\ C~w-~c1·~~ ~J 
1 
~ 12~~ll1~ f 
1
1 L1 Al( I >-. l)(' )'I L 1) 
L L ~ J 0 0 0 0 0 0 (3.17) 
= 0=' "'~ ~ 11-~ ,·) w r [-f C 'lA ~ '\ "- -t '1-\ ~' ~ ,,_) J 
*- <::i 1T 2 ~L' ( ~1-f:tl )AA ') 
L' M I 11M. IN\ I I '-' .q 
_ 0(.)~ ~"f";')Q;y~ [-('\>('1-1~i:..,'l. -t'W~Ci)-1'~) 1 
:t ,- ~L' ( f1t.r; 1·~~ I) 1 ~ t L' (-) t I 
L L 1 \ -
~ (I rL')( L' -;t' L) 'B(LL 1 i-~ 1~~') (3.18) 
\0 0 0 0 0 0 
AA 
where eq. (B.3) was used. Equating the coefficients of B(LL'~'X'ss') 
in eqs. ( 2. 16) and ( 3. 18) , we obtain 
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(V) s. ( cp( I!Wv ~)I 0 I cp'( I fW\1~1 )>~ (-) fi.vv 
* ( l - t'vvl J l ~ I \ ;f IJ..ll ) 
= r ~ 1 :2_ 2' ~ ;\) Vx r [- [6 ( 'lA ~i) h ~ -+ rt/~-~~l<,) J 4 iT 
1 
* z=- iL (~/w-t~~') YLn (~) (,~ CA')~~'(~') 
LH l-IA IM I 
* II ( \ l ~ ') JA'+~ 1\ I 
*: y Lt4 ( ~ I) - ~ f'rv\ I - j( I \_-) .t 
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= (6~'~ z;-- 'V-~1) .ruxp [-~ ('U~-~)~~ + I'J.,<~~)At~)] i,L (0tW-~~)ÄÄ') 
( 






I 1 11 ~ I~ l "'LI 0 0 0 0 ö 0 (-) b ( L L/ ./.. Jl ~ A. I) 
(3.20) 
where eq. (B.4) was used. 
Comparing this equation with eq. (2.16) gives 
) 
"" S l LI ~I ~ /.. 
~ < cp ( L I ~ h) \\ 0 \l ~I ( L' l t ~I) s t_. L I I ~ J (-) 
J I ( ) ",~ 1\L "L' ( I I ~ ')( l .t.' L') "'\;L\ 0 Q () 0 0 Ü 
and thus 
< cp ( L I ~ A) II 0 I( c?' c L1 I ~ ~I)>~ 
= ( M ') f'A'l.. ;.. '1r i;) t/)< f C-ro ( '1.1~1 \~ + 'IA~l;~,~) J ~L ( fot.J?/..-1 1) 
-lf;- 2_ (~)J .f L LI ~/ ~ IJ. L L '1'-t ( L' L ~')( \ \ ~) 
r:/.1 LI I l. J () 0 ö () ü 0 
- c ~/,) ·) f"'!!.' ~ ~ '1)-~~ IU><r c-r c ljs·~/., 'l- + '(,(,~·~ -i't n i L c ~w-~,·~"" ,J 
* \ ~ 1\ L L' i ( L \ ~ ) ( LI I t. ) ·( 3 • 21 ) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
I f we add the eqs. ( 3 . 1 4) , ( 3 • 1 6) , ( 3 . 1 7) , ( 3 • 1 9) and ( 3. 21 ) , we 
obtain the complete reduced matrix element 
< ~ ( L I i__ ~ ) \\ 0 II 4 I ( L I ~ ~ I ) > 
= (~~I) 1 <\ LL' 'T '\!;(>) VX P [-(!> ( '1A,( i)/, <.- +- 'lA1,(i~ II,) J 411 -t:L (r-.·w?~ 4 1) 
(continued next page) 
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z=. U) r ( c\) 'Ci) )] , , <.i) ) + r~~ I 1,. trl. V><·p l"- 0:) 'Liz. ~ ?_ + VL ~l.?d' ' '""J C(~t!~-J'i_ t'~~ I 
* .3 J(QL+ 1)(.::tL1 + 1) ( l I ~,)( L1 I tf_) 
0 0 0 0 0 ü 
+ 0"/\, ~ ;i'J QJ)<~ [-H "'~·~, -+ t~'i'l"''~) J 
X ;t~ (L+ 
1
' L ., ~--- t A ((~1si 1~A ') (~tA + 1) fcQl.+ t)(!tl1 T 1) 
A = f\AA M< (I L -II) ll1- I I) 
~ { : ~ ~ J ( ; ~ ~ )( ~' ~ ~) 
+ IT0/.."' J ~ 1)-;~'J Q))< r [-0 ( 1A ~ > -1,"' 1A'~ ·~I") J iL' c~ ~.r,~ ''A-i) 
-+lf>;;,''L) ~ 11-~') Vy ~ t 1~ ( '11~
04 .. + rc:~~~"-JJ -v'L c0-w-,?~~) J 
I 
*3J(;<L+•)(~L+i) (~ ~ ~)(; ~ ~)J~~+I 
(3.21) 
where 0 stands for the identi ty or the opera·tor of the central 
two~body interaction. 
Reduced matrix elements of the kinetic-energy operator 
are obtained from those of the normalization using eq. (3.10). 
( cp (LI~~)\\ T- TtH IJ cP'c L11 t 1-:. 1)) 
== ( ""'"" ') 1 0 LL' 2[ '11-,c ') Vx F [- [""' ('LI~,· ~·L + 'lA: c' l""'l~) J "1 Tl 
* t [ \7/~ + L/~ - (6/~ ( tt.A;i).~~ + ru \( c,·~,~) J ~ L Crrw-f'~~ 0 
+ lj~r',w-,(i)AA. I ~ L+l ((?,'H,(I')A-11) 'J 
(continued next page) 
(~~. 0 ( ~) 1+1'B~ Ir 
~G~ 
{(~ ~ ~~~ ( ~ ~ ~) (i+,l'C)(i+l-c)t ~ 1" 
l ~ (I t/V'(.I ~J'Il- ~) 1 +111\" I \y \/ ( .' ~~ ~ ~ 1\ r 
(~~v;~)-:tv~J ,IL. l (~~vn:ru + "~.'~vu) -c;~ - c/l +- +>/bl J } ,. 
c c~.o/(!)~11 + "to/(!~YI;) ~ -] Jm ( .. :-1\; ~ (~,o/ ~)+ 
s_ ( 1 VY< .~tsv~) 1 + ~ ;- 1 v V u~ M-~C~~ +-
(' ~r(1 ~-tvcJ) '1 ,~ L c e-1 ~!~r~~ +- '?~(.'~VI;) ~~~ - -c;,l + b/ b 1 J 1 jt 
l (-?lv();r); +~v(.'~ru) cJ-] et\xn c.'~ ~(z:v~) + 
( o o o \ ( o o o ) r '< 1 ll '< I ll J '< I l L 1' I 11 ) ~ 
( 1 +
1
l<; )( w, ~) f (~+'·((~) 'i: ~ ( 1'V Y<1 }h cJ) '+ '< ;t- 1 'V Yr I ;sv <tJ o;, + 
(11-,l\ (\1-l\)XrOW\-== '( 
Ct~~.'~\1V) '<: [ c-~~ )Y, 'trt + ,o/ ,~ vu) -elJ - r:j'< + b/ b 1 J} - < * 
()I (.) ( ·- 'l+l) lli,IWV 
(C -e•\~l~YJ., -+-.. o/(!;rv) ~ -] J .NO ( !;-lU j(,vv~)+ 
( 
o o a )( o o o ) 
?f l 1l '/' I l ( 
1 + \l 'C J (I+ l ~J t b * 
~ (, rvv<.,~ncJ) 1 +r;- , vvc.,~h ~ t/1 + 
(1 ~~~.~~SV\') j)' ,t C ( .,.,~, 1~Y1 + -e Yc,~YV) 'l:/ <;:} - 'C /:J + b/ b I J } l< 
l (?; 1'Y(.v~Y1 +- GY(.,~ Yl.,) cJ -] o\ HO" ( !'~ -? ( 1 ~IV cV) + 
-f~-
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4. CALCULATION OF REDUCED MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE ELECTRIC 
CHARGE MY~~POLE OPERATOR M(CA~q) 
4.1 some General Considerations 
We sun~arize some standard formulas 13 ) of the theory of 
elecfron nucleus scattering. In Born approximation the chargc 
form factor is given by 
where 
( 4. 2) 
is the electric charge multipole operator with 
( 4. 3) 
+lAe 
being(nuclear charge density operator. For later convenience, 
we rewrite eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) in the following form 
- ( <llr I). r 1 ) o( ~ 0 ( ~) Y ~t" q ) ( 4. 4) 
N 
- ?=- e~ !LfK 10 ( "'' o , rr · ) 
~=I CJ \ rlJ "'Q 
o Cq) 
fV 
The sumover A in eq. (4.1) is restricted by the parity conser- · 
vation 
A 
~ (-) ( 4. 6) 
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We consider two corrections to the charge form factor (4.1): 
(i) The finite size of the nucleons is taken into account by 
mul tiplying all multipole operators by the appropriate 
nucleon form factor. The charge form factor of the proton 
may be approximated by 14 ) 
2 2 
f(q) = exp(- q
4
ar 
(ii) If shell model wave functions are used for the nucleon 
wave functions, their lack of translational invariance 
due to the assumption of fixed potential wells has to be 
remedied by projecting the total linear momentum of the 
system. If the oscillator parameters ß of the wells in a 
multi-cluster wave function are the same, the center-of-
mass degree of freedom in the wave function can be factored 
out as a Gaussian function. Projection of linear momentum 
may then be accounted for by multiplying the matrix elements 
of each multipole operator by the factor 14 ) 
2 
g(q) = exp <-d&> 
Thus the corrected charge form factor reads 
( 4. 7) 
Studying the long wavelength limit (q+O) , one may 
extract further information from the charge form factor (4.1). 
(i) Elastic scattering (Jf=Ji=J): 
The multipole expansion for the total charge form factor 
(4.1) is given by 
~26-
where F co (q) is the electric monopole form fact:or and F c
2 
(q) 
is t.he elect:ric quadrupole form factor and Q is the electric 





where <r > is the mean-square radius. In • 12)it is shown 
( 4. 9) 
how the q-dependence of the reduced matrix elements arad hence 
the charge form factor may be obtained analytically for a 
? 
two~cluster model. <r-> may then be obtained from the monopole 
charge form factor 
(4.10) 
(ii} Inelastic scattering (J1+Jj): 
In tJ1e long wavelength limit (q+O) 9 the :multipole component II 
of the inelastic charge form factor is identica1 14 ) to the 
reduced matrix element of an electric !I-pole transition 
The chargemultipale operators(4.2) do not act on the spins 
of the system. Thus, in the LS coupling scheme, we may express 
the reduced matrix elements by those of orbital angular momentum 
eigenstates only10 ) 
( ctf I 1 t 1\ H ( C. A ~) \\ l~ I 1 ~) 
= (- /t+I + 
0 ~ + >- ~f 1 ~ 1 ~~. ~+. ~) (~f \1 M(Oq)ll t:) 
~ I (4.12) 
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In sections 4.2 - 4.5 we shall calculate the reduced matrix 
elements <~fl !M(C\q) I l~i> with wave functions of a two-cluster 
model of 6Li starting from analytical expressions 12 ) for 
matrix elements of the operator 0, eg. (4.5). For the sake 
of easy reference, we list them below 
\cpC~)\ 0(5)\ ct(i)) 
- ~ 'll-''' IL!xf [- ~ ( '1..1 ti)A-1. + u"'A'z) + ~ 11-Stn-i. i' ) 
+ ,·9. (- ptt)~ + p' t~)~/ ) - 9 2/(4~) J (4 .13a) 
rv 
<~C-;)] ocs; \ cp(!%'~')) 
= ~I IM 
1 
( f: ~ ~ 2_;- 'l)·J') V><P [- ('-> ( '!) ( 1l~t -t '\..{I C;) .A'"-) 
+ ~"W('~·i'+\'9· e-r}~)~ +f'('.i') -qz./clf-~)) {4.13b) 
"' 
~ cP (I !iM ~ ) \ 0 es ) ) cp (~I)) 
=~,,: (J[bi') t;= '1!-<"l Vxp [ -0'(u<''A.~ + <ü'w~,~ 
+ p~c"·)~·~' + ij. C-p(")~ + ~~(-~~') - ~YC~) j 
(4.13c) 
< cp (IAM ~)I 0 (~) l ~ (1%1~1 )) 
- s AMV\-11 ~ ~( -\ l Q.JxF [- 0 ( r'{A (-i~~ + ~I (-i)~l <-) 
+ p,~<·'~ ·~' + ,·~. (-j=Y'~ + f>'w~~- 9'fc.,rJ<4.13d) 
The notation used in eqs. (4.13) is the same as in eqs. (3.1a), 
(3.3) and (3.12). Of course, the coefficients v(i), u(i) etc. are 
different for each of the matrix elements. 
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4. 2 R.educed Matrix Elements < t=o II M (CA.q) II t 1 =0> 
We introduce the decornposition (2.2) 
where ~({x} LMs) form a spherical tensor of rank L in the 
"' coordinate space. Thus we rnay use the Wigner-Eckart theorem 
I 
- '/(~~~) L (-)L ~-I B(LLA~~A') 
L L1 I 
~ ~ cp ( L ~ ) 1\ H ( c_ A 9 ) II ~ ( L 1~-.' ) ) 
A L
1
) r M' 
(4.14) 
The lefthand side of this equation rnay be evaluated using 
eqs. (4.4), (4.5) and (4.13a) 
< 4> ( ~) \ H ( t ~ ~9 ) \ cp ( i')) OJt< p ( ~ '/ ~) 
- (Lhri>-)-1 Sot9 Y>-~(9) T-v--C-'JQ.Xp[-~(rt\Ci)h:.~ + ~~u~':t.) 
+ ~1-r"U) ~ . ~I + 1 ·~ . (_Pt\~ -t p' C1\~) l 
- ( ~nri A)-' s- 1t'C-i) -VKr [-(~ (1'1Ac;~,__+ flA'u>~'<-)jCLlw)~ 
-x ~t-c ,;C\+~ jttC-9p('~) ~k-cqpc,·~,) ic.(0-t.rci~~) 
(continued next page) 
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A 
The integral over the three Y(q) in this equation may be ex-
pressed in terms of 3-j symbols 10 ) and is equal to 
0 
The summation over the magnetic quantum numbers a, ß and y is 
then easily carried out (see eq. (B.1)) with the result that 
< ~ ( ~) \ M ( c A ~ 1 ) \ cp (~I)) ~ )( p c 9 ~;~ ~) 
= ~ ;:- 'V(t') ~)<r [- r~ (ru. (i)Ä't + ru'(\~1~) J 
~ ?.t-tLLi i~(9r('~) 'J·bc~p('%') "'.<: Cr-w-(,·~~~) 
~ ~ tt ~t lAL I (-) L' 1 a + ~ + ;\ ( ~ : : )( ~ : ~) 
*" ( L' k- c. ) { L A L' ( 'B ( u! A J., /,.• ) ( 4 • 1s l 
o oo k c. ~J r 
If we insert this equation into eq. (4.14) and equate the 
AA 
coefficients of B(LL'A~ss'), we find 
< cp ( L ~ ) II H ( t A 9 ) 1\ ~ ( l 1 ~I ) ) 
= J 411 c ~/S,) ~ 1rc") V< r [- p c LA (l')h-1. + !()' u~,~) - ~~'1~ 1 
I 
(continued next page) 
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The conservation of parity (4.6), is contained in the three 
3~j symbols, Le. :>.. + L + L 1 = even. 
4.3 Reduced Matrix Elements <t"'-OIIM(C/.. q) i li!,'=1> 
We use the expansions (2.2) and (2.5) 
where the set of functions ~ ( { ft} r." 1 i._ J.t.s) form a spher ical tensor 
of rank l in the coordinate space. 









where eq. (B.6) was used. On the left we use eqs. (4.4), 
(4.5) and (4.13b) and obtain 
Again, the sumover the magnetic quantum nubmers a,ß and y may 
be carried out (see eq. (B.5)). 
< ~ c 1) l H l Al"~ ) l cp ( I""'~ I!) ·0< F ( 9 V 'i(S) 
= ~ /,) ~ 'lJ ( ,·) e_, X p [- ~ ( '\A ( \) /.:> 'l_ -t '\A 1 ( \) Äl <, ) J 
..., 
(continued next page) 
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Comparing eqs. (4.17) and (4.18), we obtain for the reduced 
matrix elements the set of equations 
~(\ L ot\j" 
ö o oJL~ 
(4.19) 
Using the orthogonality relation (see Appendix C) we solve 
eq. (4.19) for the reduced matrix element with the result that 
< <t> ( L ~ ) I\ M ( c ~ 9 ) II cp ( L I <t t1 I)) 
= ( ~.-1') ~ ~ ~ 1}(1') e_.x p [- ~ ( ~ (\)A1. + 'l,AI(I'~t2) - q ~f"h l 
*" ~o{ i/A. ( ~ pti~) 1·~ ( ~ p(~~ ') ~c. ( (31-J(i),i~ 0 
1\:t {\, t ~ z.. t\ ~ /1 /\ "' I " /1 L' + ol. + t. , 4 + t-- + A 
* Q:~c, ol I LLJ.. A (-) 1 
*('A ~ ·.t-)(Cl- c. ol)(,t- ~ L')/\ l ct\ 
\ a o o o o o \ o o o \ o o 0 ) 
5 >. L1 cl ~ ~ L! I . I_ ( 
*" lc. a_ .Q.-j L·l \ ol J (4.20) 
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Again, the conservation of parity is contained in the product 
of four 3-j symbols, i.e., L+L'+ A +1 = even. 
4.4 Reduced Matrix Elements <2=1 I iM(CAq) I lt'=O> 
Proceeding in a similar way as in the previous cases, we 
obtain 
< ~ c \ 1\M ~ ) l M c c Ar I ) l ~ ( ~~)) 
) -~ y *- "r 
11 L+l+;f 
:=:- 1/ c /:,~I ) I l M ( A) I L' H I ( ~ ) rt. (-) 
LML'H 1 ~J0 






/ (/"~ ') L . l ~ H J: + !' { ~I ~ f } ( ; -~ -~) 
L L1 t f cp I 
(4.21) 
where eq. (B.7) was used. The lefthand side is evaluated using 
eqs. (4.4), (4.5), (4.13c) and (B.8) 
< cp (I f\M ~ ) \ ('-I ( c \ ~ i ) I ~ ( ~)) ~X p ( ~ ~; '1 ~) 
= ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~L ( i ) ~ x \0 [- ~ ( ru t i ~ ~ -+ ru' c; ~' <-) l C 41i) 3 /~ 
I I I I 
(continued next page) 
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~·--·- .. 
•' ' 0 + J, - )- ' r ( i ) ~.. ' r 1 ( i ) 1 ) • I C ; ), ) 
t A, "- \.- 9 D ~) .~ ~ \ Cl F . /~) I <:. \. !~ ,{,._:j /~~ 1 
Cf . I ( ! . \ 
t 2_ )'Q: (A) lc0. ( ~) y * ~ / ~r> (/:;I) y * 11 * ;' (_~ (~') y,ryy, (Al') 
c<~~ 
( ; ~)( >- rA. ~) .A /' 
1\ 
f 
o..__ (A~ ~ 
0 k !)(. 
= E.~~ ?. 1-t·1) ~xp L -p('1.,tc;)A'l_-+ ru.l(l·~'-2--)j 
4 
ü ~)( ~ ~ 
~I) { : ( ~ -1(- I 
\ 0 0 
(4.22) 
If compare the coefficients of B(LL'f~~~') in eqs. (4.21) 
and (4.22) we find that 
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f, (~(L 1 i.'h) \\ H c~" 9 ) 11 er cL! A')) 
* ~~j (-)~' ~ \ L ~~~ 
r l. L' 'A t J 
= C ,-:"-:1 ') Jrb ~' 7 '\J1;J exp [- ~ ( rv. 1 0A'--+ U t iJA'J) - q';/40l 
~ "f:" ~. cw''~) ~ + c q rl(i~ I H c cl-'w(i),....~~. 0 
t\'t~~~~t.~t."' A II II A ol--t{-t L1 'a.+.t-+A (~Cl.~) * o., Jb c_ ot I L L1 ~ ~ (-) t \ o o o 
* ( o.
0 
c L ) ( Jr c. o( ) ( <J \ L
1
) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ { ~ l ~ ~ 1 ~ ~· ~ ~ (4.23) 
It is easy to solve the set of equations (4.23) for the 
desired reduced matrix element (see Appendix C) 
<:_ 9 ( u t /.. ) Ii H c 0 p II 9 ( ~).,I ) ) 
= ( ~/\ ') ~ j-> AI ~ 'Ir'') ~>< f [-H rt/'lt~.'L + u' ti ~ '') - q•! "\(!> l 
* lQ.cd_ i • ( 9 P'\} il,- ( 9 ~~~~') ,, '- (~'1-.rt;)1~ 0 
1\ )_ 1 2. " l ~\ t A A II I ~ ~ l ( 1 0. + ß.r + f, 
~ OC,~c., Cl\ I L l <1-.. 1\ (:-) 1. 
~ (~ ~ ~)(: ~ ~)(~ ~ ~) 
~ ( : ~ ~ ) { ~I ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ) 
(4.24) 
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4.5 Reduced Matrix Elements <t=1 I \M(CAq) I lt'=1> 
Upon expanding the unprojected matrix element, we find 
L+t_! +:i +JJ.../ 
(-) 
The sum over the magnetic quantum numbers in this equation 
may be carried out (see eq. (B.9)) with the result that· 
If we use the orthogonality relation of the 3-j symbols and 
the property that the 9~-j symbol is invariant under reflection 
about either diagonal, we find 
(continued next page) 
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1 
L rfv 1 
~ 'B ( L L1 c_ '( ~ ~ I ) L' [ -tJ I ~ ~ I 
c.. o\ 1\ J (4.25) 
* ( ~ ( L 1 f ~ ) )I H ( C. A 9 ) \( c? ( l1 c( ~~ 
1 
) ) 
On the lefthand side of this equation we use the property that 
the matrix element vanishes unless m=m' and is independent 
of m(cf. eq. (4.13d)). The summation over m, may then be carried 
out to give 
(cp( \1Vv11)) M ( C-A1u4) \ cp (II'Vv\
1Ä') t &do 
= (6, iö )'/t 1 0 <( 0 'T- 1)-l ') Q_)yp [- (?:, ( '\A (;)/., >. + 'UI ti) ~I'-) - 9'/ <+(l.l 
)---:--_· j"" ( 9 { ~ ) j ~ C 9 f' i >-<~ ') ~· c C("l> -w-'n,;"" ') 




0 0 ~ )( 
( 4. 26) 
where we used eq. (4.15). The orthogonality relation of the 
9-j symbols, eq. (6.4.6) of ref. 10) shows that the dependence 
on ~ and ~· of the reduced matrix element in eq. (4.25) must 
be given by the 9-j symbol 
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AA {l I rfv} 
l ;t' L1 I l.. 1 
'A o 1--
L+l-+-t'+t J L 1 .L ~~ ~ 
= C-) . Ll ~, J 
Indeed, it is easy to see that 
<: cp ( L 1 t ~ ) \I h ( c Ä ~ ) lt cp ( L111 ___ I~ I)) 
= c ..~,,..,. ') J 4-Tr ;- '11- (i) Q_ X\" L- ~ ( 'lA ( "A"'- + tt' ( ;~~' ~) - q'l 'W> l 
>~- ;; i ~(9 pt'~) i+C9 p''')~·; 1.c. cr,-~./'~-'0 
"' A 1\ " " ~ ; I L + .t' + t.. + 1 0 Q, + .ß.. + ,>.. 
-t 0.. ~ lr'L- ;;_ 2. L L I >- ~ <:1--. (- ) t 
(4.27) 
is the solution of eqs. (4.25) and (4.26). 
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5. APPLICATION TO A CLUSTER MODEL OF 6Li 
The model 12) is designed to describe the ground and first 
excited state of 6Li. In a LS-coupling scheme, we assign the 
following quantum numbers to these two states: 
ground state .t:... = 0, I =-1, J = 1, TI=+ 
~ = ~2 , I = 1 , J = 3 , TI = + first excited state 
where ~, I and J are the orbital, spin and total angular 
momentum, respectively . 
5.1 Elastic Charge Form Factor and RMS Radius 
For rfvi = öf..f = c( = 0, the only term which contributes to the 
elastic chargeform factor (4.1) is that with A = 0. In this case, 
the reduced matrix element (4.12) is given by 
I <~I J II M ( c 0 I) II ct T 1 )~ = 0 J J: = J: I 
= ~ I ( ~ II H ( c 0 ~ ) \\ t )~ - 0 ~ 
and we obtain from eqs. (4.1) and (4.7) 
\=f~(9)\ - 'L 
= J4rr /ß I< I.\\ M (co9 )j[~1J;:xy{ ~( '/r~N - C-\ p j (s .11 
Due to the fact that the Model Hamiltonian 12 ) is independent 
of the spin, the GC functions (2.10) tobe used in the 
reduced matrix elements in eq. (5.1) simplify 
(5.2) 
The calculation of the elastic charge form factor is thus 
reduced to the determination of the GC amplitude f(Lt~s) by 
solving the correspondingHill-Wheelerequation g)and the evalua-
tion of the reduced matrix elements (4.16), (4.20), (4.24) 
and ( 4. 2 7) . 
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According to eq. (4.10), we may obtain the rms radius 
from the monopale charge form factor 
(5.3a) 
where 
! I -Y.z. 
I Fc.o er) - J-;q i/3 ( ~ 1 -t 1) 
:t 
*I<~ II H(co9)/l :r)[ ~xp[~(Vj6N -o~)] 
= W.(:s ( u + ,y'i< I ( J: II N ( (09) II ~) €»f[ f{ 1((2>N- Qp J 
CQ oO 
= J4rr('3 (~t+ ,)- 112 [ c \ ot~ ,, ol~ 1 Lc L~~!.l) rc L 1 t'~~') 
LL'.t .Q_I 6 ~ I t J 
* ~ cp ( L t l ~ ) 1\ M ( C. 0 9 ) )) ~( L 1 t' ~ ~') J ~~ 
CXl c::.D 
* [ c s ol-1 ~ d~' { c L Q ~~) t ( L1 _Q_ I~~') 
LL'.e.t' 0 o 
~ ( c? ( l t ~ A ) 1 c? ( L' .Q_ 1 ~ A 1))] - 1 
~ -e_xp [ f ( \ fr~N - a~ ) J 
(5.3b) 
From the development in sections 4.2 - 4.5 it is clear that 
we have to evaluate the following expression 
Substitution of eq. (5.4) into eqs. (4.16), (4.20), (4.24) 
and (4.27) gives the corresponding expressions which are needed 
in eq. (5.3) to calculate the rms radius. 
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5.2 Inelastic Charge Form Factor and Radiative Width 
The inelastic charge form factor for the transition from 
the ground to the first excited state (1+ + 3+) in 6Li is given 
by the term·\ = 2 in eq. (4.1) 
I t-~o.-e. c 9; \ 7.. 
= ~ ~ I < tt = ~ I t : I l + = 3 \\ M ( c ~1 ) ~ J ~ = 0 
* e.x r l- ~ (I/ (ON - qp) l 
1.~ '= 0 1 ~ : t) 
(5.5) 
with the reduced matrix element 
l(~f = Q 'I~= I lf = :S \\ M (C.~9) \\ J< = 0 "I~= I t-jf.::: t)j 2 
- 7/ c;; l < tf = ~ 1\ H ( c. Q~ ) I\ i~.· = 0) t ~ 
00 QQ 
- l/ r; [ ) ) ol ~ ~ ct/.l ' t ( L ~ ~f~) f ( L' {)_I;_~ )J I) 
LL' t~..' o o 
* (q>(Lttvl.) 11M ( cQ9) I\ c? c L'ä~~·))Y 
O<l r::tO 
* [ c ~ dA ~ c{ ~ I f ( L ~ ~ + ~ ) + c LI Q. I tt ~ I) 
L L1 .t Q_ I o o 
,. < ~ c U_ft~) I er c L' t'.t-~--1·)) r, 
oO 00 
~ [ C \ ~ ~ ~~~ J ( L.Q_J\'A) r ( L't'f·"cl) 
L L1 .LQ. I Cl 0 T t I. 
* \ 4 ( Le t; ~ ) I ~ ( L1 Q_ 1/; ~I)/] - I (5.6) 
In order to calculate the ground state radiative width 
+ + B(E2, 1 -> 3 ) , we use eq. (4.11). According to the foregoing 
treatment, we have to evaluate 
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(2.. 'A + I) ! \ 
0. 
0 ~) 
If we combine eqs. (4.11), (4.16), (4.20), (4.24), (4.27) 
~) 
(5. 7) 
(5.10) and (5.11), we obtain the final expression for the radiative 
width B(E2, 1+ -> 3+). 
6. DISCUSSION 
The basic input to the projection method developed in 
this report are the formulas (3.1 a), (3.3), (3.12) and (4.13) 
of the unprojected many body matrix elements. The general struc-
ture of these expresssions may be derived analytically starting 
from single particle matrix elements and using various cofactor 
expansions for matrix elements of Slater determinant wave 
functions. This is corroborated by an independent study of 
the tensor properties of these matrix elements. 
The specific information on the physical system of 
interest is contained in the numerical coefficients u. (i), 
wJi) etc. The.determination of these coefficients, J 
using the algebraic computer code Reduce II is treated in 
ref. 12). 
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In this report, we did not dwell on the· projection 
of the total linear momenturn of the systern. If we assurne 
that the oscillator pararneters ß of all the single particle 
orbits involved are the sarne, the spu!ious contribution to 
rnatrix elernents of the kinetic energy operator and the electric 
charge rnultipole operator may easily be eliminated8 , 13 ~ 
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APPENDIX A 
In order to derive eq. (2.4), we need the following iden-
tity 
(A. 1) 
which may be proved by rewriting the lefthand side, 
l A H 





- L_ L..O..) f LM' (~) (-) 
1-1' -MH' 
DL lu""'' (;,) 
MI 
- z__ ( SL.) (-) 
l-1 I M -H' 
L * 1\ - L 1) (S"L) I Ll-1 1 c~) 
H' 
MM·' 
If we insert the expansion (2.2) into eq. (2.3) and multiply 
by R- 1 (~) , we find for the lefthand side 
s 
"' 
and for the righthand side 
-1\2-
Upon comparing the coefficients of YLM' (s) on both sides of 
this equation we obtain eq. (2.4). 
K~ ( Q) ~ ( l ;: ~ L H I .Q rh1 ~) 
= L ~ ( {X J LU lL 1/l) ( LH') ~""' I ;e lL) ]);,_,(( (.n_) 
tJUJ' '"' 
or 
'RlS (s.L) ~ ( t~ J L Q. i.JL ~) 
= )J(' J)~,J.l (n.j 4 ( -\_;{J U f Jl 1 A) (A2) 
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APPENDIX B 
In this appendix we show how some products of spherical 
harmonics of different arguments and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
may be summed over their magnetic quantum numbers in a closed 
form in terms of 3-j and 6-j symbols 11 ) 
c L)(k-
o 0 0 
2_. __ 
II /1 II 2 /' A I ~- I ( ~ c. L ) ( Jr c L I ) 
o...kc LL o o o o o o 
LML1 H I 




L)l Jr- Q L1) 
0 0 0 0 
(B.1 ) 
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1\ .., 1\ "' ;I 





~ ) ( I 
1 
l )- ) _ I + ~ + L/ 
'"""' -14 I -""' M -I" ( ) - .__? -
r-LH L'H' 
* ( ~ ~ 0 
(B.~) 
(continued next page) 
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(
I I ~~\ J.ll\1* r,y* ~~ y "'r 




* (_~ ~~ 
- A:;_~'-~', (.ol =LiLL 
l' 
(B, 4) 
where we used eq. (B.3) and the symmetry re.lation 
I 




(tt;~) L_ (-)JA + tv1 ( L
1 
I t. ) ( L >- ~ ) y .-1 y * II 
HH'Jl M' %t' -_At -M r- JL LH(~) L1H' (-<t'J 
-=: r ( L " ~ ) ( 1 I L' l ) H + M , * ~ + L + " -~-~ 
MM 'A. H -r --Al -rvv, H I Jl,_ c-) 
* y l H c;:) y L1 H I ( ~ I) 
= L_ J { I L 1 l l ( Ä 11 t ) (- L1 t- ~ + f-+ cp H ·r L >. { ] r IM -~ ) 




( 4 IT / 12 ~ Ya: c~rl'co (~) 1-t.; (~') Yc; (-1 1) ~~ (~ 1 ) ( ~ ~ ~) 
= ( 4 rr) 1/2 L_ ~ _t ~ t J "L ( CA- Q. L ) ( t- c._ c( ) \- ) a. -t rJ. -t r + ö 




~ _ J{ 1 ( L I ./.. ) ( L1 I J... 1 ) ( 'J. ;._ t_ I ) 




We give a derivation of eq. (4.20): If we multipl~ 
A A 1 L' .t 
eq. (4.19) by ~ f {L A ~} and sum ~ver f we may exploit 
on the lefthand side the orthogonality (eq. (6.2.10) of 
ref. 10)of the 6-j symbols and obtain the reduced matrix element 
<<j>(Ls) IIM(CAq) II<!>' (L'1~s)>. On the righthand side, the sum 
over f may be carried out with the help of the sum rule 
(eq. (6.2.11) of ref. 10)) of the 6-j symbols. Indeed, from 




The proof of eq. (4.24) is similar. Multiplying eq. (4.23) 
by (-).;e, if.. f {~, ~ 1} and summing over f gives on the 
lefthand side the reduced matrix element <<j>(1L.;ts) IIM(CAq) II<P (L.~._s)>. 
On the righthand side we use again the sum rule (C.1). 
